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Description

New rules governing tenant screening and artificial intelligence are due soon from HUD and the CFPB.
State legislatures are at their busiest now. Litigation against tenant screening providers and their clients
continues to push the envelope. Meanwhile, on the business front, tenant applicant fraud is prevalent,
property operators are centralizing their operations, and open banking is increasingly common. This
session identifies 10 key trends, describing specific steps tenant screening providers and their vendors
can take to limit litigation exposure and deliver a scalable, competitive product.
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Hudson Cook, LLP provides articles, webinars and other content on its website from time to time
provided both by attorneys with Hudson Cook, LLP, and by other outside authors, for information
purposes only. Hudson Cook, LLP does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the content, and
has no duty to correct or update information contained on its website. The views and opinions
contained in the content provided on the Hudson Cook, LLP website do not constitute the views and
opinion of the firm. Such content does not constitute legal advice from such authors or from Hudson
Cook, LLP. For legal advice on a matter, one should seek the advice of counsel.
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